A comic by Ashley hinck

NERDFIGHTERIA ISLAND
A joyous island,
Nerdfighteria is like the
internet, but in 3-d. john
and hank green live here
with their nerdy friends,
making videos and eating
Blenderized happy meals.
No one ever forgets to
be awesome, and world
suck is at a constant
zero … unless the
Notsomers disturb the
peace of the island.
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the Notsomers' lair
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If we plant
enough fake
research reports
and citizen letters,
the mayor will
close the library
for good!

What a
crucial blow to
nerdfighting this
will be!

Mwahhahaha!
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The next morning at the
mayor's office . . .
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Four days later . . .

In other news,
the mayor
announces today a
plan to demolish
the library in
nerdfighteria.

Based on many
citizen letters and
these reports
showing the latest
research . . .

. . . I, Mayor
Robinson, have
decided that
libraries are not
good for
nerdfighteria.

John,
Why would
the mayor do
something
like this?

Maybe
it was a
punishment,
you know,
for a vlog?

the
Mayor's not
doing a vlog, and
even if he were,
closing libraries
would get vetoed by
his wife Joanna for
sure. She was head
fundraiser last
year.
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Yeah,
there was
something
off about
them.

You're right,
Hank. And those
reports . . .

whoever wrote
them was definitely
*Not* a nerd fighter. he or
she used the wrong "their"
and used the wrong
roman numerals.

but
nerdfighters
love roman
numerals!!

that means it
can only be one
other thing . . .
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not
Notsomers!?!
ahhhh!

Notsomers!

we
better talk
to the
mayor ...
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Hello,
this is Mayor
Robinson's
Office. How may
I help you?

Is
the mayor
available?
It's John and
Hank Green.

We were just
wondering what
led to your change
on the library
question.

Why hello
John. What
can i do for
you?

Well, I
was
persuaded
otherwise. three
days ago, I got the
rest of the storyReports from the
NEA, the CDC,
everyone. And the
rest of the
letters from
citizens
too.
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Mayor, you
can't really be
persuaded by those
reports! the reports you
had in your hand on tv had
errors all over. This
must be the work of
the Notsomers.

Come
to think of it,
I don't know
which intern found
the reports. they
were just here on
my desk in the
morning. Well,
no matter.
You know as
well as I do that
the notsomers haven't
been seen in
nerdfighteria in
over 30 years.

But-

I'm sorry,
John. Unless
you can persuade
me otherwise,
this is my
decision.

If
persuasion is what
you want, we can give
you persuasion. The
Nerdfighters and I will
be talking to you
soon.
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THe next day, Hank and john met at the park to get corn dogs from their favorite
corn dog stand and to figure out what to do about the mayor's new plan.

The Mayor
won't believe us.
What are we going
to do?

if the
Notsomers can
persuade the
mayor to close the
library, we can
persuade the mayor
and the rest of
the town to
keep it open.

we have to
fight fire with
fire.

You're
right, Hank. The
best way to change
policy is by using one
of the nerdfighters'
secret powers:
rhetoric.
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We better
get the
nerdfighters
together.

John put the nerdfighter bat signal in
the sky, calling all nerdfighters to a
secret meeting.

Alright fellow
nerdfighters. that's
why we have to defeat the
notsomers before it's
too late and the library
is demolished forever.

we have to
fight back
with
rhetoric.
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Hank, WHy not
use cuteness? We
could unleash the
puppy-sized elephants
against the
notsomers.

Good
question, elizabeth.
While an admirable
weapon, Puppy-sized
elephants will only
overwhelm the
notsomers with
cuteness….

….puppy-sized
elephants will not
convince the mayor or the
rest of the public to keep the
library. we have to undue the
damage the notsomers
have already done.
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Hank's right. We need
to persuade the mayor and
the other citizens of
nerdfighteria to keep the
library.

And that's exactly
the kind of thing our
Rhetoric Superpower does. We
use the available means of
persuasion to make things
matter to others. in
fact-

-aristotle
was one of the
original
nerdfighters.

Every
one of us
needs to use
our Rhetorical
superpower.

Use
rhetoric to
talk to your
parents. Use it
to make
posters. Use it
to post videos
online.
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but how
will we know
what to say and
write? how can we
come up with
arguments to
share?

try
using
Aristotle's
Common
Topics.
Think
about
conjecture. Ask
yourself, What
exists now? How did
things used to be?
How will things
be in the
future?

Or you can
think about
possibility. What is
possible and
impossible Now, In
the future, and in
the past?

You can also think
about degree. What is
better or worse than
something else in terms of
some sort of communal value,
like justice, fairness,
freedom?

These
Common
topics should
have your
rhetoric
superpowers
tingling!
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But those seem
so generic.
Shouldn't our rhetoric
be specific to each
person?

commonplaces
are discourses that
circulate within
particular
communities.

Alright,
Go out and use
your rhetorical
superpowers by
activating
commonplaces and
common topics!

Absolutely.
that's why i like
to use
commonplaces
too.

they're kind
of like common
sense or
ideology.

Most
importantly . . .
Don't forget to
be awesome.
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The Next day in nerdfighteria . . .
Did you
hear about the
Mayor's plan?

No

If the
library closed,
we wouldn't have
any scripts for the
spring play.

Mom and Dad, You
know how you're
always telling me to
learn all I can? It
would be super hard to
do that if the library
closed.
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four days later . . . nerdfighteria was still fiercely talking about the library.

right now,
the nerdfighteria
library is the biggest
library in the nation. If
we close it down, we
lose many priceless
books.

With each passing day, the mayor read more emails, listened to more comments,
and thought more and more about the arguments on both sides.
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after two weeks had passed, nerdfighters continued to make arguments in
person . . .

After all, the
venn diagram of
boys you don't want
to date and boys
who don't like you
because you're
smart is a
circle.

Nerdfighteria
believes in knowledge, lots
and lots of knowledge that we
all love and use in smart,
nerdy ways.

Boys you don’t want to date
Boys who don’t like you because you’re smart

we will
be set back
decades of economic
development if we
close the
library.

Nerdfighteria
has grown
increasingly awesome
with each book added to
our library. If we
demolish the library now,
our awesomeness will
almost cartainly
take a dramatic
hit.

you're right.
that's a hit so
large we won't be
able to make it up in any
other sector of
nerdfighteria.
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. . . as well as online.
while there is
no edge to the
universe, if we close
the library, there WILL
be an edge to our
knowledge.

Right now,
we keep the Fault in
Our Stars, An Abundance
of Katherines, Looking for
Alaska, Paper Towns, and
will grayson, will
grayson in the
library.
where
will we keep
these books if
the library
closes?

The mayor continued to read reports, letters, and feedback.
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while the nerdfighters continued to persuade the town, the mayor's staff noticed
the shift in public opinion and were persuaded themselves.

Look at
all these
emails!

nerdfighters
have really great
arguments for
keeping the
library.

after more than four weeks, the
nerdfighters continued to speak
up with intensity.

The nerdfighteria
library also maintains
nerdfighteria historical society
records. if we demolish the
library, we lose those
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Mr.
Mayor, What
are you going to
do about all
these phone calls
and letters in
support of the
library?

I need some time
to reread and think
about them.

after four weeks, the mayor finally called a meeting to make a final decision with
his staff members.

Mr. Mayor,
phone calls in
favor of the library
have increased twofold over the last
four weeks.

I've been
listening. They've
persuaded me.
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the next day, it became official . . .

I would like to use
this press conference
as an opportunity to
announce that I have decided
not to demolish our
library. In fact, we
will expand it!

Noooo!
Foiled
again!!
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Well, at
least
Nerdfighteria will
continue to be
awesome for a little
while longer, thanks
to the Nerdfighters'
awesome rhetorical
skills.

Yeah. I
just wish we
could have
avoided all
this.

I know what you
mean. if the mayor had
just remembered to use his
own Rhetoric Superpower in the
first place, he would never have
been persuaded by those
poorly written, biased,
bogus reports planted
by the notsomers.
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It's a good reason
to remember that
nerdfighters can
influence people, which
changes the world.

rhetoric is
a pretty cool
way to fight
world suck.

the end.
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Please let me know if you catch any
mistakes, have ideas for changes,
or just have a question or a
comment.
tumblr: ashley.hinck.tumblr.com
Twitter: @hincklet
email: aahinck@wisc.edu

